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HISTORY AND DEVELOPEMENT OF BLOOD· TR\NSFUSION 
· "The history 6f the transfusion of blood is
amongst the most fascin::tting and rom�ntic of Medical 
records. There is prJbably no other theraputic 
measure in the whole range of medic:,,l practice 
which has so waxed and wained in popularity 
throyghout the centuries." 
· "The idea that the blood contained the vital
' ' 
essence or life is almost �s old as medicine itself. 
· There is abundant evidence of the ancient belief
in the use of blood as a remedy., the idea being
that he:...lthy blood should be used as a potion for
the treatment of various ills. n - (1)
' 
There are references to blood and its theraputic 
value in the Old Testament. Likewise the.value is 
recorded in the writings of the an<::ient Egyptians.
These· references refer mor.e to the mystical 
attubutes than to� direct transference of it to 
one animal from another. 
· Pliny ("llatural History, n. Volume IX·, pa&e
488). describes -the drinking of the flowing 'blood. 
of gladiators in the arena "as if out of flowing 
cups" for epilepsy. ·He also describes the employ­
ment of baths of human blood by the Egyptian kings 
as a cure for elephantiasis. 
�;i,; '"_j�--. ..:.'��-.  -��f�.::c:�}.,�if,.-:t.,;. ) ... , ... ·.:i.·.�. ':.,.I'·:.,.:,.·.,� 
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Many of the ancient writers, including Galen· 
who died· in A. D. 201 lduds the drinking of blood 
as a cure for various diseases, particularly 
epilepsy. 
Celus {Liber 3, Caput 23) deplores the custom 
of the people who rushed into the arena to drink 
the blo:Jd fresh from the jugular·veins of the dying 
victims. 
There are numerous references in various 
historical books to the supposedly first attempt 
at actual blood transfusion. It is sta;ted that 
in 1.490 a Jewish physcian, Abraham Meyere, made 
an attempt in.llome to transfuse blood from three 
small boys into the veins of Pope Innocent VIII.
The testimony conc�rning this is very conflicting. 
Reputedly too much blood was withdrawn from the 
·boys and they dieq. Others state the actual trans-
fusion occured and the Pope died also. In any event
the proceedure failed, the physcian fled and no
further .knowledge of his life is known to-day.
Whether an actual transfusi0n was.attempted or
actually done or tn.e three boys were bled to
prepare a draugi t for the Pope is indeed ob.scure'
and. to this day .rema.ins obscured in mystery. (1).
· One of the earlies� references to actual
transfusion of blood that has been noticed is to 
be found in a work by Libarius of Halle, published 
·in 1615. The author was a native of Taxany and
he was Professor of Poetry and History at Jena !n
1588.
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�he translation of this work is as follows: 
"Lest there be present a whust healthy youth 
full of lively blood. Let ther� COL1e one 
exhausted in strength, weak, ennervated, scarcely 
breathing. Let the maste� of the art have little 
tubes that.can be adapted one to the other; then 
let him open an artery of the healthy one, insert 
the tube and secure it. Next let him incise the 
artery of the patient and put into it the feminine 
tube. Now let him ·adapt t:1e two tubes to each 
other and the arterial blood of the healthy one, 
warm and full·of spirit will leap into the siq_k 
one, and immediately will brin6 him to the 
fountain of life, and will drive away all languoir."(3) 
be 
It in�y/assum.ed, however, tha-t this was only 
an idea and had not yet been carried into practice. 
It was indeed unlikely that as this preceeded 
Wm. Harvey's discovery of the circulation circa 
1613-1615. 
To Wm. Harvey, the discoverer of circulation 
of blood, must go the initial credit for giving 
the necessary impetus to the actual transfusion 
of blood. 
Ha!vey was appointed physcian to St. 
Bartholomew's Hospital in 1609. In 1616 as 
Lumleian lecturer.he stated his theory of 
circulation, but until the publ1cation of this in 
1628 it could not have 1 been generally known. 
...... 
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His treatis entitled Exercitati,o Anatomica de 
Mbtu Ca:r:-dis et Sangiunis in Animalibus should 
be considered as the point from which blood 
tnansfusion first arose. (2) 
It. was not until after the middle of the 
seventeeth century that the first authenic ·references 
to blood transfusion are to be found. 
The credit for .being the first is claimed by 
Francesco Folli, a Florentine physcian born in 
1624. He claimed to have performed the first 
transfusion of blood on August.13, 1654, in the 
presence of the Grand Duke, Frederick II. There 
seems to be no confirm,j.tion of this priority 
in the writings of others. 
Folli apparently preferred to employ a 
silver tube inserted into the artery of the donor, 
and a cannula of bone into the vein of the recepient, 
connecting the two by a hollow· pipe made from a 
blood ve·s sel tak�n from an animal. ( 1) 
The actual authenicated experimental work 
originated in the newly formed Royal Society 
in England. Sir Christopher Wren first began.the 
work of injecting various subst,::i.nces into the 
blood of dogs. The·actual work on trdnsfusion 
' 
' 
was done by Wren's friend Ri·chard Lawer" on 
Wren's instigation. Lawer used a silver cannula 
ta obtain continuii."ty from the ,art1::0ry of one 
·· -· ' 
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animal to the vein of another. Some acc�unt of 
this WJrk was publisheu in Kajar's book entitled 
11 Chirurgica Infusora II in 1664. Lav, er must there­
fore receive credit for havin� done the first 
transfusion actually performed in En6lanc. In the 
following year Dr. Edmund Kind and Thomas Cox did 
further experiments recorded in "Philosophical 
Transactions. 
In Samuel Pepys's ctliry under date November 
14, 1666 there is reference to lawer's work: 
"Dr. Croone told me at the meeting at Gresham 
College to-night····there was a pretty experiment 
of the blood of one dog let out, until he died, 
into the body of another on one side while all his 
own ran out on the other side. The first died upon 
the place, and the other very well, and likely to 
do well. This did t;.ive occasion to many pretty 
wishes, as the blood of u Quaker to be let into 
an Archbishop, and such like: but, as Dr. 
Croone says, if it takes, be of mighty use to 
man's health, for the amending of bad blood by 
borrowing.from a better body." 
The h::mor o.f t:t?,e first tri.nsfusion, however, 
belongs to a Frenchman, Jean Denys, Doctor of 
ijedicine to the Faculty of. Montpellier, who became 
physician in ordinary to Louis XIV. After numerous: 
experiments in transfusing blood from animal to 
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removed from the median basilic vein of man three 
hundred cubic centimeters of blood and immediately 
afterw2�rds by means of a tube connected the vein 
with ·the crural vein of a lamb.and six hundred 
cubic centimeters of larnb' s blood, ,:as. poured into 
the pati�nt. (3) 
Denys paid the man who went at once to an 
inn, where.he ate a,nd drank, he suffered no ill 
affects. 
Denys subsequently-repeated his work with 
varying results. He claimed to have cured a boy 
with 'the blood from a lamb. He noted the possibility 
of hemoly_sis resulting from transfusion and the 
passing of urine clack as soot resulting. (4) 
In the Philosophical Transactions October 21, _ 
1667 the remarks of another French experimenter 
'· 
Gaspar de Guyre are quoted. These contain the 
first. warning of the angers attending the 
administration of incompatible blood. He state·s 
an aquaintance of his "transfusing large 
quanities of blood into several dogs observed 
always that the recEt.ring_ .dogs passed blood." 
It is recorded ln the Philosophical TransactionP· 
.;· . 
/ 
that Richard Lawer and Edmund King at Ainndel House 
on· N�vember 23, 1667, in the presence of many 
specators, including sev:er.al physcfans attempted 






Coga, " a·midly melancholy.insane man" was trans­
fused with blood from. a lamb after the operation 
the man stated that he ftlt better. Lawer would 
have no doubt contiLued his work and performed 
transfusion from ·man to man, had it not been 
that the law and local prejudice prohibited 
such operations. (1) 
With .diaastrmus·results occuring both in 
France and England the work fell into disrepute. 
Denys in Paris was tr:i.ed and aquitted of murder 
following a transfusion on one of his patients. 
His work was prohibited. In 1678 the Pope at 
Rome ., by.special. edict hrouiht to a atandstill
almost all of the work on transfusions. Almost· 
a century and one half elapsed before interest 
was awaken again on the que tion. 
Isolated references are t:) be found in Medical 
writings in-the latter part of the eighteenth 
Century •. In 1712 , at Ege in Suffolk, blood from 
tow lambs was transfused by a Dr. Russell into 
a boy su fering from hydrophobia, and he claimed 
that the patientt·s recovery was to be attributed 
to the ·t.reatment. 
In 1796 Erasmus Darwin recommended transfusion 
for putrid fever, cancer of the esophogus, and in
other cases of malnutition. He suggested blood 
be transfused through goose quills, conne.cted by 
.( !\ 
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a short length of chicken's gut. There is no record 
of his actual performance of this operation. 
· A more gener:11 interest in the subject was
revived in England by the work of James Blundell, 
lecturer on physiology and midwifery at St. Thomas's 
and Guy's Hospitals. He published in 1818 his 
earliest paper on experimental transfusion with 
a special form of syringe invented by himself. 
He was inspired by many distressing cases of 
death from hemorrhage aocuring especially in mid-
wifecy. 
His apparatus consisted of a funnel shaped 
receptacJe for the blood with a syringe incorporated 
in the funnel containing a complicated system 
of spring valves which caused the blood to be 
forced along the delivery tube when the piston 
was pushed down. The impellor was fixed to the 
back of a chair to give it stability. 
In Blundell's "Obstetric Medicine" published 
about 1820 and dedicated to the Duke of Wellington 
in commenoration of his military achievements, are 
found detailed descriptions of the author's 
numerous experiments in animal transfusions per-
. formed on dogs. 
Blundell·soon had opportunity for transfusing 
patients with human blood, the results being published 





were either exceedingly ill or, judg_ing from his 
description, already dead, so that his results , 
considered statistically, _were not favorable. He 
was not discouraged and stated, I quote "own per­
suasion to be that transfUsion by the syringe 
is a very feasible and useful operation, and that, 
after undergoing the usual ordeal of neglect, 
. 
. 
. opposition,. and ridicule,' it will, hereafter, be 
admitted into general practice whether· mankind are 
to: __ receive the fi�st )>enefit of it,· in this or 
_ any future age, from British surgery, or tha.t 
of foreign countries, time, the discoverer of 
truth·an(i falsehood must determine." 
, This work by Blundell marks the actual 
,, starting point of clinical application of transfusions 
in the nineteenth c�ntury. 
Two difficulties ,remained to be over com,e be­
.fore a state of perfection could be attained: (1) 
unfavorable reactions to transfusions caused by 
. ' 
"incoapatabili ty!I of ,the bloods of the donor and 
recipient had to be r�co&nized and methods or pre­
venting these reactions had to be devised. (2) 
difficutlies caused by tne coagulation of the 
_blood had to be prevented by perfection of the 
transfusion· apparatus and technic. (1) 
(, 
\ ·
·I __ ., 
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Since Jame.s Blundell' s experiments and 
contributions mark the beginning of the.clinical
application of Blood Transfusions I quote at 
length from the American edition of his popular 
text, 9ublished in 1842. I was unable to obtain 
the original British edition. 
Since Blundell was interested .in hemorrhage 
post partem m ;JWemen his work and experiences 
are based on this. 
"If tran8fusion, with all its defects and 
excellencies about it should be found here-
after to be as safe as other received operations 
of surgery (venesection for example) it may then, 
I conceive, be performed in those cases where 
there have'been large discharges of blood 
fr.:)m the uterte, although the dangers arising 
from the inanition may not be very imminent. In 
the present state of �nowledge, however, .and until 
we have further proofs of its efficacy and softey, 
in cases which are not desparate to appearanc�, 
I. should not recommend the operation of transfusion:
but .if you have under care a patient in.whom the 
flooding has been copious--in whom, further-, the 
womb has been emptied, and the hemorr1?,age stopped; 
· should this woman, as I .have myself on several
occasions seen, be ·?inking gradually into the




·circumstances, I affirm that it is highly proper
to have recourse to the operation of transfusion,
provided we are competent to perform it. On the
human body no needless ex-periments should be rnadce.
I speak the truth when I Qeclare, that I have not
charge myself with having ever by speech, writing,
or conduct, in my whole professional career,
among rich or poor, Iin-ravery way endeavoured to
give countenance to a contrary principle: but
nevertheless, I maintain, that des para te ·emergencies
occur in which the use of this not desparate remedy
may become a sacred duty. Nor is it very difficult
tD distinguish these emergencies, asking yourself
.these simple questions: --If I were myself in the
same state of inanition--should I wish transfusion
to-be performed? Provided you have an ordinary
share of sense and experience. These piercing
whispers which enter the soul, the wispers of
conscience, I mean:, will tell you plainly whether
you ought to operate or not. "Do as ye. wolllld be
done by;" in surgery as in ethics the principle
untrersally applies.
- · In perf<?rining this operation, which I shall
presently explain to you more at large, it is 
:,.- ,« - .; 
not necessary that you should inject any copious 
. . quanit;y of blood, for·in the present·state of our 
knowleclge it will. be unwise to endeavor by large 
I I 
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injections to raise the patient at once from a 
moribund condition to a state of vigour. What is 
the ordinary average measure of blood required in 
order to turn the trembling balance in our favour 
has not as yet be clearly a,scertained by facts and 
observations. From what little I have observed, 
however, !'should suppose that f�om half-a-pint 
to a pint maybe considered as a very ample supply; 
and I feel persuaded that of those women who have 
sunk under floodings, the greater mumber would not 
have been lost, could they but have retained the 
last ten or sixteen ounces of the blood which they 
have. lost. 
Tbat the blood of-one animal maybe substituted 
for the b·lood of another animal, of the same species, 
is a principle which has been placed beyond the 
·shawdow of a·doubt.- Repeatedly, as others before
me, I have, drained . the dog ·until l t lay in a state
of apparent death, the blood ceasing to issue even
' '  
from a tubule inserted into the corotid toward the
heart, the circulation being entirely arrested. The
· ani'ma-1 being in this con.. i tion to all appearance
dead, I · have transfu.sed f�om� anotn.er dog, and found,
where the ·opertation is well performed, that the 
I 
dog, to all appearances unvocable, has soon/after-
wa,rds risen from the tal,$e, as if it had experienced 
' / 
/ - a :�sµs.c1 ta tion from the dead •. 
. .
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From five dogs I abstracted their own blood 
and by means of a pr:iper instrument intromitted 
. .  
the human blood in its place; of those dogs, one 
died on the table; two or three lived for a few 
hours, then sinking; and some surviving four or 
j 
give days, expired, after many cathetic SY1J1.ptoms. 
S6 that is �ems, from experiments of this rort, that 
the plood of ope genus of animals cannot, in large 
quanities, be substituted indifferently for the 
blo.od of another, without occasioning the most 
fatal results. Hence eminently arises a necessity 
for the employment of the syringe, as this 
enables us in human hemorrhages to use--human blo?d; 
for even though a horse or sheep were at nand in 
the chamber, it ts very doubtful whether the blood 
of that animal would a·a:ve a woman sinking from · 
bleeding and I am sure it would be very dangerous 
to try it. 
First then, the operation maybe executed by 
menas of a well constructed two once syringe, air 
secure, made of brass, tinned internally, not of-
"i" tensive with oil, orJourse perfectly clean, and 
I 
·· to be used in the fo�iowing manner: --One or two
i
by standers (males ar� pref�rable to females) being·
_in readiness to supp the requisite �.1uani ty- of
'blood, the arm of th patient.should be prepared





talerable dextrous, you lay lose the bleeding vein,. 
. . 
which opens on the ey� under. the knife, the pattent 
being so far from suffering in this part of.the,, 
oper�tion., that frequently .. she is not aware that 
'it has been done. The vessel mant!festing itself,. 
, . 
take this short incurvated probe, which you slide 
�eneath it at :the lower .extremity. of the i�cision; 
afterward, with>� well--pened lancet, laying open 
the vei:n to_ the extent of about'a line, _that is, 
. . 
about one-,eighth of an inch; af,terward intromi tting· 
cautiously, at thf/3 orfice:, the tubale of the syringe .,
: so·,a·s to satisfy yourself:·that when you ope�ate 
the entrance will be easy; at th1$ time perha.ps 
a.little. bloo4 oozes out. The preparation made
.you bind the $rm of.the personwho j.s to yield the 
. 
. 
blood, laying open the veiri in_i the u'sual .manner,
but making the orrice ft>ee. · In a conical tWJ1bler ., .· 
�f_, la;i,-ge diameter,. the blood, maj'be co,nri;ently gathered;· 
and into the syringe ., previously washed,and chilled . 
� 
. 
: . . ,; 
by the transmission or water· milk-warm, th� blQOd 
' ' 
is to be.absorbed fr.om the point·or this tumbler 
. ,, �--i. . 
' • . 
through the long tub.Ule, in such manner that, al-
though the whole of. the blood is not t:1ken u_p
'lest ihe air, be draWJ} in; not more � a dessert 
spoonful is to be allowed to accu.mal�te at once: 
· :. , in th• bott·om· 9f t�e.'ves-sel., in· tru't'.EI. it 1.s not
�- . 
. in ':·tl;le 'gla.ss,. but, in th" barrfµ · o! the syringe 
J 
.. , ' 
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that the blood should collect. This tubule should, .··· · .. , .... 
as you s�e, be long enough to throw the barrel 
of the syringe above and beyond the--'"brim o.f 
the tumbler, so that it maybe completely.out of 
the way. That is may enter the·vein more easily, 
the end of the tubule should be bevilled like the 
t,eapot spout." .(6) And, so. the ·proceedure was· 
. . . 
,�,peated·until suffletent blood -was tr��sfused. 
. . ·. . ., 
. -:'I . •so ,�hat tt you condidly weigh in rour minds·.
./ 
. . 
the arguments that ,are �alsed against transfusion, 
you will -find they are objections which do not 
i:11e ·singly' against this operation., but· a,a1nst 
surgery at large--nay ., against ·the whole or· the 
medical art itself; .:4"CU?1Ef�1mes not· wi tho�t danger, . ' . . . ' 
• so•times used Wi�hout need, sometimes not .pro­
duc.ing any obvious, be�ef�cial �f.fect., and yet,
1 ·after· all, so· we�A1talcu1ate4 on the whole, for
. . . 
the advantage �f mankind,: that no: people" c1vil1z.ed
'or barbarous _are"_ ent,J.re}¥. wi.thout 1 t. Why .then,
•. J·,:, / '  J ·�' • • • 
... I ask again., ar.e th8'.�e objections urge4 alone
�, 'against trans.fut.on? Is it apathy--is it the 
tl"ouble of learning:•-1:s it negligence of.: reason� 
1ng--1s that unnamed: and_una�owledged·feeling .,
which d-evours. ·1 tseif'�-a very Proteus :in the· 
\ - . . .- . . . , . . . 
Tar!e·ty of decent· gaile:$>,Jt.bich 1 t assume,S?* 
,' 
-
.. • i;-, " · ,, 
·  _"The more discussion, · the more objection and
;
c-
'; ;/ ::�•fefse t�e oper�t��� �i to. �erso, the b,tter. 
�-:. -, ':. -. "';..:: •·. .• "'! 
. \. :, '>. ;,, ( 
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The chief difficulty encountered in the technic 
lay in the coagulation of the blood. Bischoff in 
1835 endeavoured to overcome this by the use of 
defibr.hated blood. The results must have .been 
more favorable since this method was adopted by other 
clinicians in orcl�r to accomplish a transfusion. The 
exact results and degree of a�plication by this 
. 
. . 
. method is not recorded for forty years. (1) 
However, it is :recorded that Sir Thomas Smith 
in 1873 employed defibrinated blood for transfusion 
in a.case of melena neonatorium at St. Bartholamews 
Hospital. The apparatus consisted ot a wire egg 
beater,· a hair "s��ve. a three ounce glass aspirator 
syringe, a fine, blunt ended aspirator cannula, a 
short piece of India rubber tubing with a brass 
nozzle at either end,.conrtecting the syringe with 
the· cannula, a tall, narrow vessel standing in warm 
water for definbrinating the blood and a suitable 
vessel floating 1n warm water to contain the de­
fihrinated blood. 
Kany clinicians used the defibr.ina tion method 
in- the latter part of the �ineteenth.century and 
the first ten years of the twenteeth. The chief 
use of transfusion was found to be in the field of 
obstetics. In 1859 Jla.rtin in Berlin reported as 
sucxessful.. A further series was reported by Blasius.. 




Jreceeding forty ye�rs of which fifty-six WPre 
successful. The fatalities were considered to 
have been due to the intrJduction of air into the 
veins, but with a descri)ti Jn of the s;/mptoms we 
now can recogni�e them &s no doubt due to incom)atible 
blood. 
In 1857 Higginson in England intr�duced an 
i port�nt modification into the technic by apply-
ing the princ:.ple of a rubber 2yringe with ball 
valves for tr�nsferring the blood from the r r ceptacle 
into which it Wds received1 into the veins of the
patient. 
Higgins�n reported seven cases in which he 
used his modification. One patient he tr&nsfused 
was suffering fr�)m extri-:-;·me weakness , which was 
attributed to the too pratiacted suck1ing of twins. 
He gave her about twelve JUnces of blood from a 
heal thy fema.lP servant, and a st2te of c_tlietude 
followed her previous restlessness. A few minutes 
later the patient was seized with a rather severe 
vigor. It d1a not last long, but led to a state of 
reaction and excitement, in which she sang a hymn in 
a loud voice. The final result was Jood. Higginson 
reports five of the seven cases to be benefited by 
the transfusions. (1) 
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J. H. Aveling atdres�ing the 6bstetical 
Society of London in 1864 s·ooke "On Immediate 
Tran::'.fusi-m" discussed the vei.L1e of direct trt:.ns-
fusiJn c::,.nd displayed :ds apparatus. 
It consists of two small silver tubes to enter 
the vessels, and an Indian-rubber pipe b:' which they 
are united, and which has in its centic an elRstic 
recept�cle, holding about two dract@s. It is with­
out valves, and is si )ly a cont1-n�;us tube vvith an 
expb.nded porti,:Jn in the middle. By its means the 
vessels are, as it were, extended fr:)m one to the 
other, ancl a su)plementar:7 heart is added to regulate 
the circulatLm. 
"In conclusion, allow me to describe wh. t ·:ippear 
to be the advantages of the immediate method of 
transfusing blood. 
1st. The ch�nce of codgulntiJn is small 
a. Because the blood ilides alonl the
pipe and comes in contact only with
a thin coat of coa�ulated blood.
b. Becauss ·the blood is rem:)Ved from
the ac�ion of the living vessels
for only a few sec:Jnds.
c. Because the blood is not ex-'Josed
to the air.
2nd. The apparatus is eff�cting simple, 
port�ble, and inexpensive. 
3rd. The oper�tion is safe, easy, uninterrupted, 
anct a close imitation of nature." (7) 
H. H. Madge as vice-president of the obstetical 
Society of London in 1874 reviewed the advances made 
/ '
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in Britian since James Blundell's work Circa 1820. 
He lists four forms of transfusion that were 
then in vogue, and which have been attended by the 
greatest amount of apparent success: 
1. Transfusion with defibrinated blood.
2. Mediate transfusion with pure blood.
3. Immediate transfusion from "vein to vein�"
As a member of the committa on Transfuions he 
br-ings forth the following po: nts calling for further 
inquiry: 
1. The exact time that human blood takes to
coagulate when drawn from a vein.
2. Does blood,.when injected into a·vein, go
direct to the heart, or does it become
lost or diffused in the general venous
system?
3. · The effects, immediate and remote, of
transfusion with blood kept in a state of 
man coagulation by means of phosphate· 
of soda, as recommended b� Dr. Hicks. 
4. The effects, immediate and remote, of
transfusion with blood containing ammonia,
as recommended by Dr. R1chardesn.
5. The effects of tr �.nsfusion with milk.
6. The effects, immediate and remote, of
transfusion with defibrinated blood.
7. The microscopic examination of defibrina'ted
blood.
a. The effects .of transfusion on .one of the
lower·. anima!s by. the immedate met!lod, on
Dr • .Averling's plan, from an animal of
the same species •
. 9. Tran.fasion with blood in its natural · 
condition, as in M:r. Higginson's cases. 
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10. Further inquires to show whether the
blood of a lsmb or of any other animal
might be introduced with impurity into
the human system.
11. Transfusion with defibrinated blood, with
the �ddition of ammonia or phosphate of
soda.
12. Transfusion with saline solutions.
13. Further experiments to show how long an
animal deprived of food would live on
blood transfused daily. (5)
Following the introduction of Averling's equip­
ment for Immediate Transf;1sion, he himself introduced 
changes (BJ and Fryer, an U. S. Army Surgeon fur'ther 
· modified it (9). Valves were put at each end of the
silver tubes and another rubber bulb introduced.
Thus the immediate type of.transfusion gained in
popularity. However, the prJblems of coagulation
and incompatability remained to be solved before
transfusi.Jns become popular and attended by less
danger to the recipient.
At this point I believe that a short discussion 
of the practice of "Blood-Letting" will benefit 
since with the advent of proper understanding of 
human physiology and of "Blood Groups" transfnsions 
became more popular and "Blood-Letting" declined in 
medical practice. 
In the Talmud, concerning the Medical thought 
of the people of Israel, the practice of "Blood­
_Letting" is frequently used. Thus it can be easily 




furtherest antiquity for many and varied diseases 
and condi ti·)ns. Ancient customs of India shows these 
people to be familiar with the custom of "Blood­
Letting". The custom grew in popularity and we find 
the GREEKS of th� Hyprocates period used and ad­
vocated it. (11) 
An interesting outgrowth of "Blood-Letting", 
reputedly beginning with Galn, advocated bleeding on 
the same side of the body as the lesion. This idea 
persisted until the general acceptance and full 
understanding of the blood circulatim following Wm. 
Harv�yls momlmental �ontribution. (lo) 
One cannct !lead the histo:ry of medi�in� and 
not be deeply impressed. by the extent of use of 
"Blood-Letting", the gradual introduction of trans� 
fusions and their reversal of position in modern 
day therapy contrasted to...�ven fifty years ago. 
We owe the developement of transfusions to the 
obst�tricians who by ingeninty have contributed so 
· much to o�r present day knowledge of·the indications




BLOOD GROUPS AND ANTI-COAGULANTS 
The use of human blood for thera9utic use as we 
know it to-day is based greatly on the discovery and 
classification of Blood Groups. 
The presence of a6glutionins and is)agglutinins 
was detected by Landsteiner and Shattuck in 1901; in 
1907 the four blood groups into which human groups 
can be classified were determ:ned by Jansky and the 
work was repeated by Moss in 1910. (2). 
The first observations on differences between 
th� bloods of normal individuals. belonging to the 
same speci�s w�r� made by Landsteiner in human 
beings in 1900. Landsteiner's investigations were 
prompted by the discovery of the serological species 
specificity, which raised in his mind the question 
whether similiar specific differences, presumably 
of a minor order, ·"'xisted between individuals of 
the same species. He chose the simplest possible 
means of investigation, namely, of mixing the serum 
of one normal individual with the red blood cells of 
other normal individuals. Instead of .the reaeti6ns 
of a minor order that might have been expected, 
Landsteiner found that in ce:ttain ca,5es the 
agglutination of red cells resulted, while in other 
cases the blood cel+s were entir.ley unaffected. 
On the basis of the isoagglutinatio,n reaction, 
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Land .. teiner vras able to divide l1uman beings ir:.tJ 
was discovered �n 1902, van Decastello and Stiuli, the 
W8rk at Landsteiner's suggestion. Jn account Jf the 
cJnstanc) of the blood �rouJs, fr�m the onset their 
canstit tlonal �ature w�s Jbvio s. N�vertheless, 
o.f the J{.L' Jmenon of isso6ultiontiJn to dis(<_'i.se. 
The blooc diffe�-·ences are )ttrel:, c::msti tutional 
in nature; they c.re dett·rmined en ti rel�. hr herr:d i t: 0 , 
a Ed in no Y:2.y infl encsd by enviornment. That the 
four blood grou_)s are in1Frited --_L�s first }I'Jved in 
1910 by ve.n Dunsern ana Hirszfeld, v.·ho showed that 
the ag;lutino 6er.s A and B be'.1ave �.ilrn mendelLin 
OJDinants. The exact mech�nism of heredity w&s not 
determined until 1925, ever, �hen Bernstein s�lved 
h�s be n em�Gasized 
by the disc:Jver: of the ,.isbh;tin,'.)�Erls A .::-.;,11d B are 
h�v€ be0r1 f�und in solGb�e f)rn �n the serum, saliva, 
and t�e urine. (3) 
L.-/ 
Beca.-i1se .:Jf L:..n{ 2 teiLcr' s :c-:·:emL11enb-,l W)rk ,�·i ti1 
blood grJu)in� Jver a per JG Jf yEars I �hall u0te 
· December 11, 1930.
Landsteiner v: .-.:3 )ro:.pted in .i.L:i v )rk to cietermine 
the vG.rl ;us pr:>teins in c1 species, trrn si ·-,plest beir1-g 
blood, he c ose human blood--thus from a mc,,n' s interest 
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in biological proteins a basic factor of the 
difficulties of blood transf1:sions Vias l.:i rgely 
sol ved--tha t of i:1 061 tirn,tion. 
He soon found in his experimental WJrk that a 
definite law could be formulated for all human 
bein6 s. The number of the blood groups depends 
on the exis�ence in the erythiocyte of substances 
(1soagglutino6ens) and of active substances in the 
sera (isoagglutinins). 
The first blood tr&nsflSion made on the basis 
of the agglutinin reaction was that of Ottenberg, but 
it was not until there arose the great need created 
by the first world war that the method of transfusion 
from seralogically selected d,nors was em;loyed on 
a large scale and became definetly established. (12) 
W. L. Moss in 1910 proposed classifying of





A�B representing agglutinogens 
a-b reprµsenting agglutinins 
However, he later acknowledged Jan Janskey's 
priority in so cla,ssifying them al though the groups 









The discussion concerning the usag·e of numbers 
for blood grou.9s 1S by Janskey and Moss has been 
much and vu,ried, at present ,the tendency is to use 
the so called Int, 0 rna ti )nal Classification according 
to Landsteiner is C:Jming tnto use, usin6 the terms 
A, B, AB and O representin6 the aG�lutiJnDgE!ns 
present in the bl�od cells. (27) 
The second difficulty, namely, th:1 t of coagulation 
of blood likevdse w .... s con �uered. As previously 
stbte Bischoff in 1835 uied defi�rinated blood to 
overcome coagulation. 
Broxton Hicks and others in the middle of the 
nineteenth century intrJduced phosphate of soda as an 
anticoagulant for blood. The idea was not popular 
since it was firmly believed that the substance 
was toxic to the b:::iµy, hence it was not accepted. 
was not until Sodium Citrate was introduced that 
an anti-coagulant became popul::1r. 
I • 
It 
Preceeding the use of an anti-coagulant to the 
.withdrawn blood, para_fined vessles and syringes were 
used with some success. 
The final advance was made in 1914, when the use 
of sodium citrate t:;s an anti-coagulant w s made.possible 
by the work of Lervisbhn in America, of ustin in 
Belgium, and of several others, who all rrived in­
dependently, but· almost simal taJleously ,.. t the · same 
,· 
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conclus-ion. It had long been kn:)Wn that herudin or 
leech extr�ct, and the salts of oxalic acid or of 
citric acid could be used as,an anti-coagulant-outside
of the bo�Y,, but their supposed toxicity had 
prevented their use for trctnsfusion. The proof that 
sodium citrate was both efficient for this purpose and 
non�toxic in a dilution that was still effective at 
once raised blood. transfusions to a wider sphere of 
usefulness than had before been possible. The first 
transfusion of ci_trated blood was performed by Pror'. 
L. Agote of Buenos Aires on November 14, 1914, a date
which is therefore of ·the greatest importance in the 
. . 
history of blood transfusion •. A method had at last 
been discovered which,approached the ideal, since 
it united the four cordi val virtues of simplicity,  
certainty,' safety and efficiency. 
. ' 
During the first two years of the World War! 
the use of sodium ·citrate and indirect transfusion 
were entirely neglected. Some attempt in 1916 was 
made to do direct transfusio,ns, this was too difficult 
and did not last. It was not until .1917, when the 
Brt tish Army Medical Corp.s wa.� being steadily 
r�inf:)rced·with officers from-the .United States, 
that knqweldge of 'blo.od trans.fusion. began. to
epread through the armies. Aconspicuious part was 
·· /borri by Oswald Robertson in introducing the use of
· the. ci.t:r!lte method,·, .. . ' _,,, , , IC . , very ,large number 
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of men ip.directl;,1 owe their lives,
Meanv;hile, the public :mind is bi c:imin6 gr:3.dually 
more -µs,--,d to tne idea, : .. nd the time is past Vthen every 
tr�nsfusion is deemed worthj of a sensational head­
line in a newspaper. N·verthle�s, at the end of 
1920 the following advertisement appeared in the 
personal columns of the "'!'he '.times H :
"Will any Doctor who knows method of treating 
cancer by transfusion of ehild's blood kindly write 
to box--"· 
So the wheel is come full cycles, and"the shadow 
of Pope Innocent�vIII may well.chuckle.as he rates 
th� small advances 'in popular kno�ledge since the'
fifteenth century. (2) 
Thus is concluded the historical points of interest, 
in·the story of blood .transfusions, the problems s8lved 




FURTHER STUCIBS JN BLOOD GROUPS 
During the thirte-en rears follo11 1 ing the pub­
lice tion of the wor 1:<: of Moss on the four Blood 'rouns b . �  
th( fact th�t perhaps there were more groups or 
a60lutinins and agglutine@ns rem:..ined undiscovE:red. 
It was fir:::.l;y believed that as such the problem 
was solved, that all transfusion reactiJns were 
due to errors in technic. 
Then in 1923 two John Hopkins men chanced upon 
a phenomonen that could not be expl�ined on the 
basis of two agglutinogens and ag6lutircins. 
Crass matching a. patients's cells with Group 
II and Group III sera they found her group to 
be Group III. The� later, purely by accident, her 
sera was matched ai;ainst Group +I and III �lls, this 
tin:e the resulting agglutination revealed her to be 
in Group I. The contrctdictory results led to 
fqrther studies, the experirents should another 
aggl1.:;tinin and agglutinogen present in some humans. 
These men believed th.,.t they had found an explanation 
for some of the hitherto unexplained trun fusion 
reaction. (26) 
However, later work has proven the above . 
conµition to be extremely rare.and due to the 
·presence of a powerful anti-agglution 1.ti·on,· presen,t
either from disease or on an hereditary bases. (27)
Further studies of human blood have yielded 
agglutipins., a1., a2-; �3, tfiese. are wea.ker in action 





/\, �tf�:itll� �a:i$l.�t�in·_ A,•• .. ·> t•11e�fli,S�;�,;_Ji�Utiv.oite�s 1l and __ J ·-. · . 
. '''·,'!:._ .. ·�.: ' ... ), .•. ,,;;, \.,.J:,,, '·,c::.'.;"?·�> .. ,,_ :."/,' '!,' .:., . ·. . -.: :,., . ·;.\ ,, 
l 
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agglutinogens demonstrate furt�er bloJd groups their 
importance in properly conducted t.:-c:mic in cross­
matching for transf�sion (to be elaborated 9n later) 
is practically nil. Their importance lies in medico 
legal problems, not within the scope of this paper. (27) 
In 1940 Landsteiner and Wi.:cner reported another 
agglutin::igen that since has assumed considerable 
clinical importance. The discovery was made with 
an iIIJ.mune serum prepared by injecting rhesus monkey 
blood into rab�its. (28) As with other irregular 
I 




first attachedltci this discovery. 
Followingithe discovery of the so desi6nated Rm
I / 
factor, blood tram three patients developing hemolytic 
.. 
I 
reactions follJwi'ng �ransfusion was studied by A. s.
I 
Wiener •. H� foJnd agglutinins in the sera not in 
I 
I 
the four bloodlgroups, but what is more important 
I 
corresponding 11th the newly discovered Rh fact.or, tht 
i; the cells d�d not contain the Rh factor and they 
were Rh negatiie· The donors were Rh positive. 
I Since on€ seve1th of white people are Rh negative the 
chance of giviqg Rh positive blood in transfusions 
is very great. i (31)
I 
The impor�ance of Rh positive. blood infusement 
I 




transfusion ha� caused anti-Rh antibodies to be-formed, 
or apparently, women who have been or ar.e pregnant with 
· the' resu�ting (30;31.J32;33) 
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Thus the etiolo6y of·�rythioblas�osis Fetalis is 
ex�lained. (32) Likewise, an explanation for 
hemolytic rEacti)ns in re)eated transfusions using 
the same or sup�osedly compatible donors. At present 
the testin6 of individuals for the Rh factors is 
not practical, from an equipment standpoint, for 
routi.1:-.i.e use. However, this is important and must 
be considered in all tran�fusion reactions. Maternal 
blood should not be used in transfusihg babies �1th 
erythioblastosis fetalis. (32) 
No doubt further study, now going on, will 
reveal other, hitherto, not understood reactions and 
difficulties in transfusions. 
) 















' "The theraputic value of blood transf-:_�sion 
,depends upon certain fundamental princiiJle which 
are essential in its rational consideration and, 
which riia¥,b,e briefl¥ ·outlined as: fo�lows \DeB�ke�r and
Ronald): (1) increase in fluid bulk or volume of 
· ci;..cula ting blood
., 
(2) immediate. increase in
. oxygen-carry i:ng 
1
capac� ty of cir-cula ting. blood
.,
(3) increase in protein concentration of blood,.
{4) increase in coagulability -0f the. blood, (5)
possible stimulation of hematopoiesis, and (6)









1. Subseqtient t.o local disease ,
C. Hemorrhagic Sta�es






Penipheral circulatory failure (shock) 
III Preoperative and postoperative therapy 
'rv Hypoprote!Lnemia 
. -
V · Blood discrasias · 
A. H�morrhagic States
B. Anemia
·1.-anemia of blood loss
2 •. Indreased -erythiocyte destruction
, ., · ·: ···. a. hereditary forms � · · · · , i\• �q�'l"ett ':rorm� : · - -
' '.", ,:{
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3. Defective bl�od forrn&ti�n
a. deficienc) in esseuti�l factors
b. depression or destr1:ction of
erythiocyte forning centers.
c. leu1rn1;;i::i 2,nd le1.;c) _'.)e1�ia.
Infections 
I�toxic�ti�ns and Poisonings 
Debility." (14) 
Hemorrhage 
Hemorrhage or loss of blood is the basic 
rec�ized indication for blood transfusion. Blundell 
in his obstetric.al work circa 1870 expounde� its 
value, the pr blem has served as a stL:mlc ti•.:in to 
obstetricians since, their interest kept the 9roblem 
in the front, their technic was in vogue fDr se,renty- � 
give ye .rs. The diminL;hed blood volume is restored 
at once, without decrecse in the osmotic �ressure, 
such as result� with normal saline and �lucose 
solutions. Likewise with whole blood transfusion 
the -oxygen-carrying capacity of the blo"Jd is at least 
partially restJred. The impetus to\looci tranfusions 
for loi:,s of blood was the World War I and it is re­
corded that many men owe their lives to the prompt. 
restorct ion of part of the lost blood elements. (14) 
"Blood transfusions also yields brilliant results 
in hemorrha.g� consequent to _obstetrical emergencies, 
such as ruptured uterus,. eitopic gestation, pre­
mature separation of the placenta, placenta praevia, 
and post-partal hemorrhage." (14) 
\ 
' . \ 
' 
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Bleeding peptic ulcers is not a controdication 
to transfusion on tne contrary ilr.10st spectacular 
results have occured. F:)rmerly tLere·was a fol­
laci,JUS belief tlL:i. t due to the iner8ased blood 
volume and pressure mig;ht dislodge a thrombus. 
The transfusion tends to allevi�te the shock in 
order that the necessary surgical intervention 
can qe carried out. (19) (14) 
' 
. 
In cases of se�ere gastro-intestinal hemorrhage 
apparently whole bloJd is preferrable to plasma. 
The �uestion of whole blood or plasma in 
alimentary hemorrhage has been debated pro and con 
for quite some time. A report from En6land summarizes 
their results and compares the results obtained. 
Patients who were given plasma did not respond 
as rapidly as with whole blood, in fact one in­
fusion of plasma �ave such a bad result an immediate 
massive whole blood transfusion had to be resorted 
to. Likewise the blood regeneration was slower 
with plasma than with citrated whole blood. The 
alimentary hemorrhage pcitients should be distinguished 
from burn .shock where plasma has been giving the 
best results clinically. It is suppoSed that the 
plasma, given in severe loss, of blood cause's an 
even greater dilution of.the formed elements with 
the untoward reaction. (20) 





the references .oiven are in foreign li terc:.ture, the 
use of transfusions in pulm;)n ... ry hemorrh<"i ges due 
to Tuberculosis has been of inestimable value. Like� 
wise they tell of th� sJmeti, es dram�tic re5ults 
in nemorrhc.q;e following ton:"ilect'.Jmy in which sutures 
were of no avail. 
Hemorrhagic States 
There is a wide v�riety of hemorrhagic diseases 
in which blood transfusion is of value. The objectiv_e 
here is to supposedly replace certain essential sub­
stunces necessary in the :Jrocess of aggluin:.ition. 
The proper understanding ,of the hemorrhagic states 
the mod� cf eoa.gult tion mu�.t be understood. .The 
classical theory can be expressed: 
"Prothrombin plus th:romboplastin plus calcuim 
eQual_s thrombin.-
Fi brinogen plus thr.:imbin equals fibrin." (14) 
Quoting Quick, (15) "It c�n be seen that th� 
clotting process consists of two distinct steps: 
First, the formu.tion of thrombin; and second, the 
conversion of fibrinogen by thr�mbin to fibrin. It 
is imp?rtant to note th::t t' only four primary factons 
are r�quired for the clotting of the blood; namely; 
·prothrombin, thromboplastin, Clillcium, and fibrinogen;
and obviously a deficiency of anyone of the.se will
wholly inhibit or markedly delay the coagulation of
blood."
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Experimental work cau�ing liver dam�ge by 
chloroform poison:Ln6 has �_,hJwn that there is a 
decrease in fibrin0gen and prothr�mbin in the blood. 
The bleeding tendency with liver damage is due to 
a decrease in hoth of these factors. The group at 
Iowa City demonstrated that the prothrombin is more 
,labile than fibrinogen and the prothrombin level 
fell more rapidly with less liver damage than did 
the fibrinogen, and a hemorrhagic tendency developed 
with a decrease in prothrombin level the fibrinogen 
level was ·unaffected. 
The hemorrhagic. tendency in nevi born and 
obstructive jaundice is due to a decreased pro­
thrombin level. 
The liver is concerned with the manufacturing 
of prothrombin, as pr,)ven by chloroform poisoning · 
experiments. (18) 
In cases of Thrombopenic purpura the control 
of the hemorrhages resulting there from the transfusion 
of whole blood is indicated. This is effective in 
primary and second�ry purpura with the exception of 
acute and chronic leukemias and aplastic·anemias. 
In the idiopathic thrombopenic purpura whole 
blood transfui.on is the only therapy in the acute 
phases, splenectomy gives a high mortality except 






'!'he use of wh-Jle blood transfusions is indicated 
in all thr-;mbapenic purpuras, with exceJtions noted 
above, to con rol the hemorrhages, the transfusions 
are not curative, but allow time for the �tudy of 
th� eond i tion as to the etiology and 11cc� ;t�d th�rs.py. (m�) 
The question of Hemophilia as to its etiology and 
therapy has result�d in widespread and continued 
research. Formerly it was accepted that the 
lacking of clotting of blood was due to resistant 
plateletts with consequent decreased amount of 
thromboplastin liberated. It has been shown that 
the constituents for normal clotting are present 
in the hemophiliacs blood exactly as in anyone 
les�'s blood. (40) 
Recently Dam and Venndt reported that hemophiliac 
and normal plasma clot equally well in the presence 
of large quanities of tissue extract, however, with 
small quanities of tissue extract hemophiliac 
plasma has less ability to clot. (41) 
However, even with the et:id.ogy as yet not deter­
mined definetly all worker� agree that transfusion 
of blood.is indicated to control hemorrhage, as 
pre-operative therapy and in�uries. A list of 
'· 
donors should always be· available to people with 
Hemophilia. It is fr'equently essentially· to give 
repeated transfusions as a means ,)f controlling the 
,_ 
I - ·• 
. I 
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bleed:t:ng. At pre,sent with the tPchnic of transfusions 
a person with Hemophilia stands a. much better chance 
,, 
of surviving injuries and surgery. Plasma has recently 
proven of benefit in patients with hemqphi1iac 
bleeding. (42;43;86) 
Preoperative ·and Postoperative Therapy 
: .. . . 
·It is a generally accepted principle that blood
. . . 
transfusi<:>ns ·will often turn poor operati,ve risks into 
good ones. Also'.many reports a ,test to the shorter 
convalesenc'e in patients receiving transfusions. - (38:44'i!45) 
Better than 50% of the blood transfusions ,gi_ven 
at the Mayo Clinic for a give year period recently 
_were for pr� and post pperative cases. (46) Also at 
the Cleveland Clinic tr.·,:.nsfusions are tending to be 
. ... . . ' . . 
routine in most major surgical proceedures. (45) 
_Shoe}$ 
"A brief definition of Shock is the followipg: 
A progressive va.sd constrictive aligemic auoxia. n (34) 
llcDowall.in 1940 has ,depicted the death cycle 
� . . 
. 
' . / '• 
in shook. (35) 
Reduced �a.rdiac Output---�--1 
+ . ' 
·Reduced Cardiac Filling Low blood pressure .. 
• 
I• t 





Asphyxia t --------'' 
.-- . Capillary dila tt tion ' . t 




anemia cases and the rapid technic needed in shock. 
In snock the lowered blood volume should be restored 
• as rapidly as possible at least a pint in 15 minutes·.
The main idea in shock is to replace the lost
volume in such a manner as to reduce the bemo­
condentration and prevention of further loss into
·tissue spaces. (36:37)
In the treatment of shock or any other condition 
reg_uir�ng .transfusion emp�asis should be placed on 
adequate_ tranfusion of blood, every transfusion 
should no·t be· standardized. 
�Blood transfusion has eome to have a different 
• 
• 
�eaning to some.of us than to the average person. 
Previously because a donor could donate 500 c. c. of 
blood without untoward.result, 500 c. c. as a trans­
fusion. We would like to ch�nge this conception· 
so that it would be more commonly advisable in 
doing a transfusion to administer that amount of 
blood, whether it is 250 c. c • ., 500 c. c., 750 c. c., 
. 
1 1 500 ot 2, 00� c. c. so that the ·patient be adequately 
provided with blood." (58:89) 
"The results that have been obtained with so-called 
J!l&Ss�ve transfusion in qertain instances has been 
dramatic. n (38) 
' ·:·. . . .:-�:·,-;�. . . 
;i/ii�r:t·:· 
,.·· ,, _."" 
. , 
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F. M. Allen war�inG JD rats, Jut tiem into 
a state Jf std c'r, then by means of v-.1hole b l,Jod trans­
fusi::;.ns •. Ltdieci t._eir i'tC )Ver:·· or cie 0 th. His 1.nork 
by apnea, �h)le blo )d, if Liven before apnea, in-
. 
creases tl18 blood volume, and consec.,uently the circulati·on 
is i•.proved and the :1nimal recovers. He·sh:Jv.red by 
experiments that death in trhurna tic ·shock is not due 
to a circulatinc:; toxin as p eviJusly beliE:ved. He 
discovered that plasma is not as good as whole blood 
for revival of shock in these ani�uls, normar �aline � 
was of practically.no value.· 
Allen, as have )revie3us in,resti,:;a ti :ins, showed 
that pr1::_:;r;, ::1nd ssc ::-1dar: s�10c1.� are two distinct 
entities, he has s�10wn t:iis by bloJd st:.1dir-1S m.ctde 
by -the two cond. "_ tions. In secz)ndc:1ry snoc 1r the 
char�cte�istic feature is increased concentr,�ti •n and 
reduced volume of the bloJd, caus'd by a migrati)n of 
the fluid into the tissuBs. The chan,:;es in the red 
cell content are the most 1.;ickly &nd easily 2.tscertained 
index of this process. (16) 
Beard and Bl.lock in experiments cm dogs proved , 
that the decrease in blood pressure a·fter vari()US types 
of trauma was due to the loss of 'Whole blood or of 






Wound Shock: ThE:re is an exuciati,)n �f fluid 
fr6m the circula:i�n into the ti�sue spaces. The
plasma protein is 102�, hence the· introducti�n of
plasfua into the bloo6 is a prime re��isite for speedy 
recovBrJ' and it is better than v:hole blood both as a 
theraputic agent and ·of conve�nce in ti:: .e. of war 
and emergen�y. (21) 
· In recei1t experimental work on shock: the use
of various· concentr<:;. tions of plasma has been ah served. 
, Severe trauma wa.s dealt to the mesentarie's ,of do�s1
then the varLms c·oncentra tions of plasma were injected 
and the results studied. It was found that half 
dilution or whole pl-a.sma I are m'ore efficient than 
concentr,:i ted plasma in this 'rype of shcok. (84) 
Burns: · Elkin.ton and_ Lee ha ·e by observation 
·and study shown that the reactions following a severe
'burn are d'Je to a capillary permeability of th�




shift into the tis�ues rather than being lost frJm the· 
oody. 
The resto.ration of ''plasma prptein is the ratLmal 
tr ea tmeil.t � he:nce the .transfusion of plasma, since the 
cells of the blood are not deficient. 
These men ,present evidence that the loss of plasma 
pro'teiri continues. until the fbrtteth ': h8ur, during this 
per-iod hemoconcentrcttion should be avoided by repeated 
/. 
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small plhsmo transf�sions • 
. after the fortieth hJur, •f:1en the C,i)i.lL.:.ri1::·s 
11,. ..,, .. ,,.. •1 t'.- r:c.· • ,, -,b-�1 ·t·· t· · 1,· c:-m· · · +· ·n . o.Ve, rr.·b ;· ',c,e'-< cl .. , lr 1n�perme:-: .1. ,.1 ,; :) :J c.t. UiCc 1Jr J ,,el ,
the dE fie it in }Jr )tein c 1n be corrected 1:arc it.,., ti vely 
by a m::cssive iL . .::m&. transfw!·)ns. The am,:mnt of protein
is calc·,,lo.tect by ci f.Jrmula b:,sed JD i;.emotocri t v:-tlues,
pla·srua protein concentra tL:in, and body weight. Thus
the plasm1.1. protein C)ntent is rest-.ored to n:Jrmal. (23)
This work would indica t€ the )ref'erenc�.: for plasma
over 1t1:hole blooo. in burns and the ex�jct amounts are
easily calculated by the formula devised hy these men.
McClure states thcit 6S long as the hemoglobin
values remain below 15.6 e;ms. in severe burns the
transfusion of whole blood is to he recomr·,ended, �nw--
ever, with values above 15.6 lIDS. 9lasxa is best
·· used. In the large majority of cases plasma is
indicated and used. (24)
) ' ' 
Further· case stud-ies and labor:.:;, tor: experiments 
on dogs tends to C'onfirm the above results in the
therapy of burn shock. (25) 
Hy po pr0teini::rr.ia 
In the preoperative and 9ostoperative transfusions 
� one essential Teature is the raising ·of the protein �alu�s 
of the blood. If there is no associited anemia the use 
of Pl,asma or s�rum ls IDQI'e convienent and quite as. good
· for the hy poprote.inemia;
; , 
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In the cases of Jintr-stinal 'ohstruction there 
·) 
is a lowering 6f pl�sma 9r�tein, likewise, in ileus,
excessive vori.i tin6 and ·diarrhea. The response to
transfusion of blood or plasma is ra.ther amazins. (14:9'J)
Blood Discrasias 
· , The rational ?-nd indications for blood and, or,
. ·. 
plasma· tr,'.lnsfusiuns have been discussed elsewhere in 
this paper. 
Infections 
Blood tr�nsfusi,ms have been employed extensively 
in the treatment of a_wide variety of acute and ·chronic 
inf ecti rms ¥.'i th variable results·. . r.t ts generally 
·believed that not ,)nly do�s the .tran,sfu�ion combat the
an,emia, but also q_Lli te likely immunilogical substances
are transferped or the r'eci':3ient' s body is stimulated
.. and· increased bactericidial power resulting. The�.e 
. ��e ;any reports showing the .beneficial r_esul ts with . 
tra.nsf:�,sions in bactere_mia and septicemia. 
TransfusiOns pave 'been used in most of the 
infections diseases, c{uite often with striking results. 
For instances in measles a small ·amount o.f blood.from 
a convalescent d:>nor will reduce the sev�ri ty o.r even 
abor,t th� 'd�seas·e. ,In typhoid te._ver� diptheria,
pneumonia, undulant fever, anterior poliomyebitis,
' . ' 
scarlet fever, subacute bacteri&l endocarditis, 
. . / 




diseases blbod tr1nsfusions have shovn benefici�l 
effects. (14) 
P�rhhp� the, mJst valued use of bloJd trunsrusions
lies in carbon rnJnoxide ;ioisoning and bSsociated CJnditions 
where the :1emo1:,lohin is converted , o that tlie oxy ben 
carrying c�p�cit: is reduced� 
Some reports have be�n made on the vulue of 
transfusioris in selected case£ of elclampia, uremia, 
toxemia's of pregnancy, diabetic C:)ma, anoline dye 
poisoning and acute barbital poisoning. (14) 
Gradwhol has contrasted the indications for 
;ilasma and whole blood transfusion. 
In secondary shock without hertJrrhage, use 
plasma. 
In secondary shock with hemorrhage, use 
plasma for emetgency, then early blood transf0sion. 
In hemorrhage use whole blood, or plasma until 
whole blood can be obtained. 
In burns use plasma. 
In infections, use plasma if hemotlobin is 
normal, and wh_ole blood if anemia is pr, sent. 
In nephritis without edema, but *ith marked 
albuminuria, use plasma in absence of anemi�, and whole 
blood when anemia is present. 
In enphritis with edema, use plasma. 
, ,  
In" nephrosis, use plasma. 
In anemia, Use whole blood. 
In blood dyscrasias, use whole blood, 
In nutritional edema 
) 
associated with hyper-
prot�inemia, use :whole blood .. Jr plasma.
For irnrnunotr�.�sfusions, use whoLe blood or 




PREP 1.RATION FOR AND TECHNIC OF. TRANSFUSIONS 
In.transfusions there are two types of in­
compatibility which must be watched for: (1) The 
.recipient's serum agglutinates or hemolysis the. 
donor's cells. (2) The donor's werum agglutinates 
the re�ipent's cells, but the recipient's serum does 
not agglutinate the donor's cells. (27) 
·rt is �ossible to use a ·donor Group O when the
donor's serum does not·agglutinate the recipient's 
.cells, but ,the donor's serum does agglu'.inate the 
recipient's cells. Apparently the transfused serum 
is both diluted greatly and also absorbed by the, 
recipient's body cells. It has been pointed out 
repeatedly that the use of universal donors (Gr:oup. 
0) whose agglutinins are of a high titre� Only in .
. 
' 
case of. emergency :when only a Gro.up o' donor is
. i' 
available is it wise to use .the universal d)nor. (27)
Each and every donor··  for blood tran,s.f1,1sions 
. should be tested for and be negative .. to the serological 
diagnost�c test or tests for Syphilis. (39) 
' 
-
The recipients' s blood sh,ould b,e 'typed so that ·. 
a donor of the proper group can be obtained. 
Serum of G:roup AKglutinins Blood i serum 








The ·rorgoing diagram illusttates the blood 
groµps according to the International Classification 
and the agglutination.that occurs with mixing of 
sera and cells. (27)
An individual can be quickly typed by the 
following proceeoure:. The individuals serum and 
corpuscles are tested against·the corpuscles and 
serum of peo.ple knOwn to bel�ng to Groups A and B. 
L1k_ewise., the corpuscles of the unknown matched
against the ·sera of A and B will easily, by checking 
against the ch�rt show.the bloo<i group, also annomolous 
' 
· . blood grouping is likely to be discovered� (39)
. . 
All transfusions . should be preceeded by <e:ross­
inatching the donor IS ,Cells and .Sera with the recipient IS
sera and -cells, the description-of this technic follows: 
' O 
r • C 
•,, 
"l. ·obtain the following from each 9:f the
.,
two persqns whose blo:id is tc5 be matched. 
A. �ed-cell suspension. Puncture finger
and let a large drop or' blood fall .
dir.ectly into a small ..,tes.t tube contairt­
il'.lg 1 c. c. of 1% salution 'of sodium
citrate in o.85% salt solution� Mix. 
I 
· gently by inverting· a few :times. ;:J 
B. Serum. Obt�in.a-few drops of blood in.
a ·small· ;tube. As soon· as coagulation ·
has taken place, gently loosen the clot
I 
f-rom the wall of the tube. Let stand
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2. Make\va·seline rings on two s).ides. In one
mix one large drop ea.ch of the patient·' s
serum and the suspension of the donor's
eorpuseles, in the other mix one l�rge drop
each of the patient's corpuscles and the
donor's serum.- La:bef.slides with a wax pencil.
' ' 
3. Keep the slides at reom .t-emperature and
' I 
every few minutes-remix corpuscles and serum
by tilting the slide. 
4-. · At intervals examine; for .agglutination of red
corpuscles with,·a low pow r.objective. Wb.en. 
agglutination takes place, the' c'orpiiscles gather in dense 
!�regular clumps. These ax:e nearly. always so large as.
to'be seen with the una:1.ded eye. Clumping is usually
, '- ' 
Yfel1 marked< with�n· a few _minutf:!d, .but it is only safe
'
' 
to allow thirty minutes. If it does not occµr within
this _·time it will not occur
) 
at all .• " (59)
The'r.e are . several fea tu�es th.at reqµire at ten ti on 
in every blood transfusion. 
, ·· In cases where the same patie�t is ·to be given · 
•ore .tp.an. one- transfusion ;Lt is essent.ial to cross-
match before each t,ransfus1on. This is( done to guard·
against transfusion reactions from irregular agglutinins
.tha t have been developed· following transfusions. ' .
·. In some,_cases, due to the Rh factor where the donor
and. :r�cipie.nt are of the same blood· group hemalytic 
. , r 
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reacti,ns may develope in the first or subse�uent 
transfusions. To detect this l1ter possibility 
particularly for patients receiving repeated trans­
fusions in addition to the usual cross-matching, 
tests be set up in tubes arid incubated at 370 C for 
two hours or longer, after w:lich they should be ex­
amined for hemolysis. (27) 
It is in:portc.:..nt that not only must the cbnor' s 
blood be compatible with the recipient, but it must 
be of such a c�uani ty as to really benefit ilhe patient. 
The healt� of the donor must he perfect. Cases of 
transmission of s;philis, malaria, hypensenitivenss, 
measles, small-pox, and other diseases from donor 
to recipient have been reported. Donors giving a 
history of malaria· sh )Uld not be used, since at 
least two cases are' nown where patients developed 
malaria following transfusion of blood from individuals 
who had had the disease more th1n 30 years previously, 
and were ,,.pparently cured. (27) 
Technic of Transfusion 
There are many and v:;i.ried methods of giving a 
blood trarifusion, either the direct or indirect 
method. I shall describe the technic·employed at 
the University Hospital. Here only the indirect or 
"citrate" method has been used in the past several 
years. 
' ' ' 
.':. .:·-.\ .. .' : �t'.'.
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The technic is relatively simple, it can be 
outlined as follows: A comparatively large cannula is 
ins, rted into the donor's vein and the· ,blood is allowed 
to flow rapidly into a glass jar containing enough 
sodium citrate to make 0.25% solution in the anticipated 
volume of blo)d. While the blood is flowing into the 
glass jar the solution is stirred with a glass rod 
to mix well the blood and citrat� to prevent clotting. 
' 
' 
Following collection the blood is filtered through several 
layers of gauze into a glass flask. From here it 
flows by gravity through a piece of rubber tubing 
tnto the cannual inserted into the recipients vein. (14) 
Various modifications have been introuduced every 
year since 1915 in orde? to withdraw th� donor's blood 
more rapidly, to facilitate storage and introducing the 
blood into the recipient. To describe, the modifications 
is not within the scope of this paper. Howeve�, one 
modificdtion.· I b�lieve is worthy of note, since with 
this method the technic is easily done. A note worthy 
point for anyone who does not do frequent transfusion. 
I am speaking of the "Baxter Apparatus." 
The method consists of a specially sealed .flask 
to _which is attached an aluminum handie. The rubber 
co.rk is pr,ovided with two hole::o, into one of which 
.maybe inserted a glass tube for the _passage of blood 
from the donor.. ·The commercial apparatus has· the 
. .
fla-sk sealed under 25' inches of vacuum, 
, I 
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The ease of this te,chnic lies in the vacuum, which 
permits more rapid withdrawal, the vacuum being 
controlled by a screw va.lue. . The absolute simplicity 
and fool proofness of this apparatus really �dds to 
the armenterium of a general pr::i.cti t'i_oner who does 
not have to perform any great number of transfusions 
and and whose technic may, therefore become a bit rusty. 
(14) (47)
The entire problem of technic of giving blood
transfusions maybe simply stated: Learn one reliable 
method, know the details, be able to perform it and 
use it in giving a transfusion. 
J 
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CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR TRANSFUSIONS 
There is lit'le doubt that the pendulum has 
swun6 far to the side favoring transfusions for many 
and varied conditions. It��- thera�Jutic assets, no 
doubt, have been over esti�ated. Yet, in reality, there 
are a few absolute contraindicati ins to blood trans­
fusions. The most important are: Acute pulmonary 
edema, Cardiac Decompensation, and Massive Pulmonary 
Emb:.t.lism or Infarction.- However, these conditions 
rarely have trmsfusions indicated, and' if indicated 
dicated. However, with myocardial disease and damage 
care must be taken in giving the blood, a slow in­
fusion is indicated, too rapid infusion easily results 
in death. 'Yet, it has been proven with a normal 
myocarcUum with no it'OS§ defects the rate of trans­
fusion can be quite 2apid, as much as 650 c. c. in 
3 minutes. 
Care must be exercised, a:s stated before, in 
giving transfusions repeatedly to the same 9atient. 
Careful cross-matching sh.)uld �e carried out each 
time, even with the same donor being used. 
In cases of neph�itis or severe renal damage care 
shouid be used in transfus�ng. It is logical that 
hemo1ysis with consequent cjllection o.f the hemoglobin 
,in the lltclney' co1;1ld cause aliguria and anuria in pre­
viouslr damaged kidneys. The absolute contraindications, 
/ 
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·relative contraindications and possible reactions to
blood transfusions must always be borne in mind. ·
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BLO:JD B.ANKS. PL.Am�A PJrn S�W:M 
The storage of blood to be used �hen needed was 
first attempted in World War I, the plan was unsuccessful, 
it was dr:1pped and not revived for fifteen years or so. ( 53) 
Acti ,Te intF·rest in s t)red whole blood v'as taken 
in Russia ab'.)ut 1932. With the ad,rantage of access 
to cadavers Rus '.;:;ian investigators reported that cada-me·r
blood rapidly co:,tgula ted, but within two hou·rs such 
coat,"Ulated blo )d became fluid as a result of fibrinolysis. 
ami tnereaner, would not a�a1n coa·�ubte 1 (00) (l,)
I 
hcispital in Moscow, 8. S. Yudin attempted the use 
of cadaver blood in tranrusions. The first case 
attempted was on an attempted suicide, the blood was 
taken from a man dead six hours. In 1936 Yudin re-
ported 924 such cases. 
Cadaver bloJd is obtained from the jugular vein 
two to four hours °'fter. de:;.th and never later thari 
I 
eight hours. ·The cadaver is pla�ed in such a positipn 
so tha_t the major yield is ·obtained by the force of 
gravity.  From 1,590 c. c. to 4,000 c. c. have been 
. ; 
withdrawn from each dadaver. It is ·then tyI?ed, tagged 
and refrigerated a-t 20 to 40 C. Before storing tests 
for sterility and serology are ·carried out. In addition 
a necropsy is performed to insure against the trans-. 
missipn of pathologi-cal conditions. It has been found 
. 
' 
safer- to use within.· ten days, 1:owev.-er; it ha1s been 
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Yudin expresses the belief· that since no pre­
servatines are-used the reactions are less numerous 
and less severe when they do occur'. (61) (62) (53) 
The basis' for Yudin's work was based on 
Shamov's experimenting with anima�s. Shamov dis­
covered that blood from dead animals tran$fused in, 
.-other animals of like species with very· little reaction, 
that cellular components of blood retained their­
vitality and functioned physiologic8:lly as well as
·normal blood for the first ten or· 1::leven hours after
· death. (6�)
1 · A.n editorial in tne J. '1 A-. M. A� in 1938
.:, ".summorlzed the advantages of cadaver blood a$ follows: 
I' ... .. ·!i:.., ... ' : . ,. .. . 
'(1) "'-,µnt of. bl<>od obtained fi;-om a single donor is 
_large;· (2) it does not have to be paid for; (3) 
becau�e of fibr·inolys'ls which ta_kes place in the 
'blood.of a patient dying suddenly� anticoagulants such 
as _sodium citrate need ·not be added; (4) because 
' . 
o_f the · absence of preserving substances the numoer 
of _reactions is deminished; (5). a. Wass�rman test 
is perfo.rmed on all blood to.be· transfused,.while 
' . . 
syphilis in a livi??,g donor i.s not aiways excluded; 
-�) Innocuousness of
0
blood against the transmission 
. of such_· di�eas�!s as malari1a, tuberculosis, spetic · 
c;mndi tions and secondary syphilis is insured against ' 
· further by a thorough ,necropsy. (62)
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unfolding. .As in the beginning, numero,us :Jroblems, 
both scientific and ethicc1l ;,resent themselves. 
ResEa"ch i$ progressing on many fronts; the effect of 
cert�in dise1ses on the blood in patients dyin� rrom 
vari us C:Jndi tions are Jnly two ex.,_Jf:�Jle s. Wh8never
cadaver blood ever attains the established po�ition in 
civilian transfusional surgery that it has in Russia, 
it may hold some pr�mise in military surgery and in 
the development of the still more,recent servic�, 
the plasma blood bank. (53) 
The initial work on Blood Banks in the United 
States was done at Cook County Hospital in Chicago. 
The necessity of keeping the blood bank filled with 
blood resulted in a record of each staff phy sci.an' s 
withdrawals, he has to obtain donors to gi,Te an equal 
amount ., thus each physcians debits and credits are 
carefully ·followed. 
Depositing Blood; Staff physicians obtain 
chilled flasks with sodium citra�e SJlUtion, also 
two tubes for W:,.sserman and typing. The phy scians 
need not type the blood. 
Keeping the Blood; The blood is filed.away in 
a refigerator kept at 40 to soc . ., tests for sterility
and. syphilis ,.:ire run and recorded., 
Drawing_ on the.Blood Bank; When a patient needs 
a transfusion 5 c. c. of his bloid is used to type it, 
. .







then re�I�i ving a like type from the laboratory the 
usual cross:-matchip.g is done and if compatible the blood 
is given. 
The source of blood for the. bank is usually quite 
complex. Mainly the healthy volunteer donor is depended 
upon. Patients with cardiac decompensation and those 
with elevated blood pressure without infections
., 
uremia 
and toxemia contribute. Each pati.ent in. �he ·antipartum 
J • 
clinic contributes one pint as insurance against rer 
�eeds at time of delivery. 
. ' 
Following lysis of the red cells the serum and 
. cells are separated and the· serum ( plasma) is saved 
.and_ does much good� (Fantus uses th� words serum and 
plasma interbhargeably) · (64) 
Cook County Hospital la.ter began to coll�ct and 
preserve conva.lescent's;serum. The serum is separated 
from· the red cells-and preserved and stor.ed. The red . 
r ·
blood cell_s are 'suspended. in a normal saline mixture 
.arid used in anemia patients. 
· The. collection of blood on such '.a scale has
.. :nstrated the scrupulous cleanilness·req.uired_of 
�he glass ware used. The number of reactions has been 
.reduced: by thi·s means. The patients are carefully, 
. . . ,_ , . 
·., . ·  , . . I • 
�a tched during the �ransftisions fo� :r.·eacti:ons. ( 65) 
• I 
In the prdces.s of study of the emptying of. the 
• • . . I 
plac-e-nta of,, blood foll.owing deli verf it' ·was discovered 
considerable blood flowed from th� placenta before·1t 
., 
·waJ· $X:pressed_. Even lt the· blood escape� no harm. resulted.-
�--:,. .-
; ;.i*����;�jiL�itlhJ.�t . 
I 
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Therefore, the q_uestion of preserving and using the 
placental blood arose. 
Furtller study revealed the placental bl:)od 
to have 150% more red blood cells than ad1_1l t bleed, 
to have less hemolysis with storing, the coagulating 
power to'be 20-35% grea�er than adults. 
In a preliminary report from Montreal, Canada 
the results have been ver� good, of low cost, and with 
a good sized maternity service enough blood is obtained 
to serve many uses. (66) 
In a series of cases, seventy-five in number, the 
use of stored placental blood has given excellent 
resutls. The careful typing of placental blood is 
essential, since it was found 33% of infants had 
different blood groups than their parents. The average 
yiad of blood in these cases was 105 c. c. with a 
variation from 35 c. ·c. to 215 c. c .. 
In the series reported frJm Boston seventy-five 
transfusions were ,.;;;iven to forty-six patients with an 
occurance of minor reactions in 5% of the cases. 
/ 
� the time,of delive�y of the chj_ld it is 
wise to withdraw 5 c. c. ·or m:aternal blood and to 
·check the Wasserman teac:tion; cord blood can not ·be
depended upon to give accurate results in every case.
(67) (68)
The :1.nitial reports of the use of placental blood
i 
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originated in Soviet Russi.�. in the early 1930 1 ·s, the 
plan has been followed and perfected in the United 
.States. It should be emphasized that an experienced 
team is requir e d at all deliveries to collect the 
placental blood. (67) 
The storage of blood in a b:.mk offers many 
complex and scientific problems, many which have been 
solved. 
One of the problems in the storage of blood 
in banks is the sltvival.of the erythiocytes. It has 
been shown and col�d that blood stored'for 
ten days in a glucose solution is as efficient as 
fresh blood in acute hemorrhage. The British workers 
were especially concerned since with war casualties 
with exsan�uination the·vaule of stored blood had to 
be determined. They .ave shown a battle .cas-;a.lty
does very well on stJred bl� d, �load which 1s old_ 
benefits them if not other is av1ilable. (69)(70)(72) 
Other British workers have shown that .red cells 
stored less than seven days will show JO% survival 
fourteen d�ys following transfusion. (73) 
Work in Briti�n indicates that the fragility 
test of red cell� changes in stored blood. The resistances 
to the saline decreases rapidly. The change appa.rently 
occurs with any type of preservative that is used. {71) 
K&,izels and Whittaker r"commend the following solutioµ:. 





Sodium Chloride 0.43 Gm. 
Sodium Citrate (dehydric) 1.05 Gm. 
De"/.,.trin 8.50 Gm. 
Distilled Water 100.00 c. c. 
For use 50 c. c. of this solution is mixed witn 
100 c. c. of blood. 
I The reason for their adoption of this soluticin 
I 
! is that they believe that a solution containing 0.85% 
I sodium· chloride and 1.05% sodium citrate is hypertonic. 
I Then as the cells become permeable they swell and 
I·-
hemolysis occurs. They have found dextrin delays the 
the permeability of the cells-to the salts thus 
checking the swelling. A�so the surface area is 
increased of the cell membranes in order that a larger 
VJlulie of fluid can be accomadated. 
The addition of dextrin increases the acid 
content, the tendency to swelling is increased. The 
tendency to swelling tis counteracted by increasing 
the sodium concentration to 0.5%. (74) 
As a means of checking or counteracting 
possible bacterial contamination in the blood bank 
the introudction of 20 mg. of sulfanilamide to &ach 
100 c. c. of. blood h�s been recommended •. It has been 
rep·orted that bacterio stasis· rs obtained and complete 
st,erility oc_curs in ten.to fiteen days. The sulfanilamide _ 
added to the "Qlood must be powder�d and sterile and 
in a' solution., 
� 
,· ! 
added. (76) (�7) 
·1
The blood should be warm when it is 
' .
�: ... ii 



















Admittedly this discussion of blood banks is 
imcomplete in ·the tech;nical aspects of successful 
operation and evaluation of .the blood to be used.
These problems are not within the scope o-t this 
paper. It is the desire of the writer to point -
out the advances'and some of the problems to be coped 
with.· 
The use of plasma is rapidly increasing ., ad-
mi tteldy because plasma·-:, �nd dried plasma are more 
easlly prepared, stored and ret.1uires less pre­
paration to give.· Yet the results obtained are of 
definite value. 
_ ,
The technic of collecting blood from plasma 
has many variations. A simple ., adequate technic is 
described: 
Two centJ...Vac bottles of 300 c. c� capacity 
containing 55.c. c. of anti-coagulant are f�lled 
_ · 'with donor rs blood._ T.be blood is collected in 
a vacuum and conta�nation could occur only if;, 
the operator is grossly carel'ss in handling·the 
needles. 
The sealed bottles with the blood under
vacuum are stored at re*1,gerator temperature for 24 
to 48 hour5,. Following storage the bottles a.re 
centrifuged fro pne hour at 2,000 r.p.m •• After 
centrifugation the bottles are again refigerated for 
a few hours to _permit the few cells that swirl into 
the supernatant plasma to swell out. - The protec'ting 
! 








rubber diaphragm is remov8d from the Centi-Vacs and 
the rubbe� stoppers are sterilized with a chemical 
antiseptic. An air filter is insert d into one of the 
indentations. A valve connected with a length of 
·rubber tubing, which in turn is connected with a long
aspirating needle, is pas·s1:.,:d throu6h the x mark in
tha rubber sto )per of a Plasma-Vac. The long. nee.dle
is thrU�t · through the second indentation into' the
supernatant plasma. The plasma is aspirated over into
the Plasma-Va-c. The seffond bottle is preparsd and
the plasma aspirated in a si iliar manner.·
Merthiolate can be added in sufficient quanity 
so that the final concentr::.tion is. 1-10,000 by a-
i5Pirating. (54) 
The collected plasma can be mixed, stored and 
used whenever needed for a transfusi.)n and cross-
matching is not essential. ·one factor must be combatted, 
that is the collection of a film of fibringgen as a 
precipitate. It has been found that dilution of the 
plasma with normal saline to bhe original·bl.oqd 
volume can be delayed.  The fibrinagen can be removed 
by filtering the plasma as it is given to the 
patient. (79) 
The plasma need not be warmed before giving 
and the technic is identical.w1th a blood transfusion 
as prev{ously described. 
_ ·. With the advent of plasma as a ready, easily 
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problem was th9ugh to se;lved to the best advantage. 
However, the use of dried plasma is now assuming 
increasing impor�ta.nce, especially .in military medicine. 
The �rocess is: removal of the water under 
vacuum, the plasma is dessiccated to a dry powder,, in 
which state it can be preserved in vacuo indefinetly, 
.. and from which 1 t can be restored or reconstructed 
\ with all its :properttes unchanged by restoration of tl'E 
fluid content by the addition of distilled water. (80) 
Since the original description.of the process, 
the proceed�re has been shortened and si plified. 
. The general principles followed in the pre­
paration are: 
The -tempera tu.re should be below 370 C. and 
preferably · at oOc.
The desiccated p1asma · is kept under a vacuum 
until it is n�eded. Preparation for use requires add- ' 
ing the proper amount of sterile distilled water.
Frequently, in cases of shock, the quanity of dis­
tilled water added is less than_ the original blood 
volume, the results indicate a� excellent th�raputic 
response. (83) (79) 
Tht,1.s the preparation and use of ·fresh, stored 
and desiccated plasn;a has been outlined. The advantages· 
of· plasma are obvt.Jus, especially in · emergencies and 
;Ln .military use. 
The serum has gained little popularity. 
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coagulation has occured. The reports of the use of serum 
have not been too favor�ble to the present. 
Serum tends to gi ,re more transf-usion reactions 
! than plasma, the b�sis of the reacti�ns, perhaps
I are due to fibrin preciptation during �he separ�tion 
I 
of ·the serum by clottin;. Al.so serum can not be 
�iven in as concentrated form as can plasma. (58) 
T&ese facts p�rhaps hav� not been properly 
evaluated, but plasma is more easily prepared and 
hence has gained wider acceptance. (58) 
Page 63 
MILITAhY ASPECTS OF TRANSFUSIONS 
In the Civil War there are twJ r0cJrded blood 
A priv&.te in 1st Mass. Heav:,-' Artillery was wound­
ed in the ri 6ht leg in 1864. Durin6 c inservative 
therapy he developed gangrene. It was necessary to 
amputate at ·the tibial "tuberasity. He did not rPspond 
followin; s1:1rgery. The use of a blood transfus:0n 
was resorted to. Two ounces of bloJd w,as injected into 









was noted. The patient recovered. 
A private of the 105th · Illin,Jis in 1864 re­
ceived a gunshot wound. In the c urse of .lis illness 
he developed gangrene. Extensive hemorrhage also 
occurred: Amputation was d.Jne. Sixteen ounces of 
blood from a heal thy d:::mor was 0 i ven. An ·.mmedia te 
favorable resJ�nse resulied. Later the patient suc­
cumbed to d) sentary and hemorrhage. The ·transfusion 
was said to be a success. (50) 
In a summary of the value of blood trh.nsfusions 
in hemorrhc1,6e, either primar:· or sec Jnd5.ry, in 
casualties was given by Primrose in 1918. 
- I 
There are many caSi reports of the transfusions 
. "-- I 
used, more commonly in abdominal wounds with hemorrhage. 
It is interesting to note that the use of transfusions 
was confined to a very small .number of hemorrhage cases • 




even in late 1918. 
Jne im9ortant fact)r was rnted at tlli s ti:ne, 
the amount of blY)d 2:;i 'Ten to a pc1. tient was "e -:endent 
on his needs not &s to how much the donor could s�fely 
give. ( 51) 
I No transfusions were recorded as being given in 
! 
I the Spanish Americo.n War, this is unusual since some 
I 
were 6iven 30 years before in war. However, it should 
I - be recorded that 1898-99 the use of norm�l saline w�s 
I very poJular J.Ild this method was used. (14) 
I 
I 
Starting with the Spanish Civil War and the 
wide spread civili�n bombin� casualties in Gr�at 
Br:Ltian the use of blood tro.nsf'j_Sions and plasr;ia. has 
been demonstr ted on h lirgs scale. Civiliun practice 
in the United States in accident cases rias been proof 
also. 
Adequate demJnstrition of 9lasma to the present 
t imc illusti·ates the use it has and the benefits to 
be expected will uphold the use. (60) 
The use of plasma for the ?revention and treat­
ment of shock in the combat zone has been outlined ,by 
Kendrick.· { 52) 
At· the Battalion Aid S.tation: Fl,Jids sho11ld be 
given �· mouth, e:"cept in casual ties vri th abdo:ninal 
wounds, and concentrcLted pl.asma, 50 to 100 c. c. should 
be given at the earliest possible moment. 
./ 
.At the 6Jllcct:'._n6 Station� L-. t�w �'itiF:.t 
s 1u1c.i be 6i ven, +·· c,ne res .i n1ses 
)rt-1.'cr··t (r:::.')J: (1 -· .1 • 1_) -
since E;) typin6 is essential1 in mili tar: 
lives will he saved. ( 5 5) ( ss) ( e o) 
ti e .)f hi!:'. enlistment. (56) 
:c1ervice r 
I 
To su::\Jly thEc bl.; )G. necessar:· fJr th,� ,irnwc 
f .)rces in t: me of v,ar the civilian )Opul _._ti Jn 1mist 
contribute t:1eir 1-iln d. An ode /J.2.J· )r� tii"'c,.+ion to 
exam�ne the UJnJrs, test tneir bl00C und Yithdr�w and 
)rEJ:d'e the bL:nd is .::·.s:::entici.l. In the Uni• ed St.1tes 
the Red Cross is in charge of this prugr�m and at the 
pre._;ent is functionin6 to build up a reserve of 
plasma. (57) (60) 
The use of plasma in the zone of c.Jmbat under 
advel:·se conditions i.s told by Mayock reporting on the 
·------
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· Blood 'Transfusion Service in France durint, early 1940.
\ 
Blood and plasma were sent to the casualty clear;., 
in5 st&.tions in mobile :re.fr-igeratQr uni ts. The causal ty· 
clearin6 · stations were subjected to hec1v:,· bomba.rc.:nent 
}et the transfusion services were able to functi)n. 
There is no ciuesti..m but that t 1·1is service and trc;nsfusion 
saved a-number of lives. The service to the casual:ty 
stations become d.estroyed in the retreat. Stored 
bl6od was used, it averaged three weeks of age, some 
,,, 
as old( as seven weeks, no marked reactions occured, th.e 
' /. . . 
s.tored blood shovred slite hemolysis even ,vi\th the
transportation.
It is of interest that the transfusi..)ns were 
given under a. variety of conditions, "on beds, stretchers, 
l 
rooms and hovels, asepsis ceased to exist, antisepsis' . 
/ 
was in most c.ases impossible to a· chieve. I am convinced 
as a result of this experience· tha_t a transfusiqn coulcf 
be given in absolutely any ci�cumstances except in a 
,vehicle, and _the2.0e is doubt about the last conclusion__.'n 
· E.arly transfusions Qf blood. or Plasm::. in severe!)·
wounded or shocked c-a-aual ties is essential to success.
In the article it·is suggested that: desiccated 
pla:mma must be -stored in the ca�ualty stations,(Plasma 
being. better than blood since. no refrigerati::m is_ req.uired) 
The plasma must be·available to units further forward 'than 




the casualty cle,s.rin6 station. any unit e y_c:;_ipped to 
·:Jpera te must have fucili ties to treat shock· and for
resuscitation, this unit should ·receive �nly those 
cases. (59) 
In the present .type of vv ... r civilian lnpulations, 
bue to the bombing of ci tie·s,. rec1�irer ther::1.py for 
hemorrhage and ·shock in large numbers •. In the cities 
' ' . 
facilitiPs for storage of blood. can be had. The donated 
blood ·:can be kept iri_ storage and used in cases ·requiring 
whole blood.· When the blood is no longer of value as 
whole blood plasma can be made ·from it and used to
combat shock. Thus many lives can be s.aved with 
blood banks located in ever: la.rge city. This bank 
'--
. shald be·· ava.ilable in all -cases of eme�gency. Facilities 
arei,- at present, being increased. (59) (54)'(53) (58) 
-".'- ···'_. 












in &11 ot· its functions." (85) it i �; obvious 
th�� �11 substitutes for wnJle blJ1C -re infcri1r in 
IDO:':t C,.:.Sf,S. In c1. fE·W· S'.Jc°C_:_ 1 CirC 1 'r2STc1'.CeS it i.s 
doubtful if substitutes are of value. In hemo­
C·Jncentrati n associated. w:rth SE-vere hurns the ob-
j ectLm to whole blood .1s.s _;;rohably b'"i:':'n over ":ID­
hasized 1 if the tot&l blood volume is maintained at 
a norm&l level )r0n0unced de6rees of hemo concentration 
are well toler�ted. 
In the� use of any ¥:'hole blood substitute the 
evaluJ.tion rests on the c,_ualties of effr_ctiveness 
ana safeness. No subs ti tu" e c_ .. n be used and desre6 ;rd 
. the above -Ualities. The e�se of �re)ar tion, 
cost of )re:Jara tion, sirn)lici ty of administra ti·Jn, and 
capability of storage and transporation must be 
evaluated. 
An in:.)ortant questi,on has rece·ntly been raised. 
That is the use of hemoglobin alone. Pure crystalline 
human hemo6lob�.n can be prepared and maintained in 
' 
stable form or ly'.)'nol:i:zed. The extra corpuscular 
hemo61..Jbin is most efficient in tra.qs.,Jorting O)i} gen. 
/} 
Also the hemoglobin exerts an asmotib pressure 
----
several times 6r ater than the plasma proteins. Human 




intravenously without ill effect. This )l::;.n is 
attractive· in viev, of the lar6e volmnes of red 
, cells discard.ed 1 in the prep,.n,�.ti,)n of )L.1.sna. It· 
sho·.1ld be noted th& t tr1e he:m0gl,)bin S-J irij ected is 
soon alter8d to in�ctive met-hemoJlobin and as it 
is excreted throws an �dded burden on the kidneys. 
Plasma and serum are both good for sluck 
therapy, more reactions are obtained in the use of 
serum. All types of plasma are �4.ually good, the 
type of choice deJends on the f&.cilities at hand. 
Liquid or forzen ;ilasma is best for civi.lian use,
. . -------- . 
dried plasma finds its chief use for foreign military 
and naval vessles. ' 
· Other blood substitutes have been employed, some
of them are: asci tic fluid, whol:e beef plasma, 
gela ti.n fr )m fish bladders, Common Citrus fruit pect�n, 
gum acacia �nd others. The value of th�se agents re-
I .  
quires more widespread experiment�l use fJr their proper 
evaluation. 
-Plasma and serum have the distinct adv�ntage in
emergency use since they can be used without compatability 
tests being perfor.med previous to administration. 
The use of whole blood requires careful cross-
matching before administration. Plasma must be:free · 
, lrom bacterial c9ntamination, lack of flocculent protein 
precipitates, without unusually high isogg .;ltinin ti terr. 
• 1 
l.• 1'1 I ·1· t>1· u·l vj · \J, ') r l \ !, , L l (.-,.. � .Li .i. 
D 
• 
test� fJr 5pecific 3, a.TIC. 
l.::nowled 1:;r-:- of C'Jrrect 
. .  t t. rr:ini s l'i). 1 J: in the )rer,ence 
of �JrJpsr iu3icc.ti:m.:_. for transf·,.1sion. (85) (87) (88) 
•
' 
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